Abstract: A continuation power flow algorithm for an unbalanced three phase four wire distribution system is presented. The proposed algorithm is used to trace the loci of the voltage of the different phases of an unbalanced three-phase distribution system. The locus of the neutral voltage for a wide range of loading conditions is also obtained. The proposed technique is applied on a typical unbalance three phase radial Iraqi distribution system. The results obtained reveal the effectiveness of the continuation technique for exploring all the possible solutions and the determination of maximum loadability of the distribution feeder.
Introduction
The main function of a distribution utility is ensuring a reliable electric power delivery to all consumers with a high quality. Among the main features of a welldesigned distribution system are the constancy of the voltage, constancy of frequency and the symmetry of the phase voltages. The three phase four wire scheme has been adopted in the Iraqi distribution system from the last century. The operation with this scheme is often accompanied by asymmetrical three phase voltages and currents due to unbalance loading and unbalanced structure of the feeders [1] . The size of the matrices in (1) are:
The current balance equation at phase p of bus i
by substituting (3) into the ( 2) , and resolved the resulting equation into the following two real equations:
Where i=1…N ; p=1… 4(number of phases and the neutral)
for N bus power system, there are 8N real nonlinear algebraic equations similar to (4) & (5) for each bus. These equations are nonlinear function of the state variables vectors
The conventional technique to solve these nonlinear algebraic equations is by using a numerical technique. Newton_Raphson method was the most widely used method . A load flow solution by NR method can be recognized through expanding equations (4) and (5) by Taylor series. The power mismatch equations can be derived as:
Load flow equations (4) & (5) can be rewritten as:
Where λ is the loading factor which represent the continuous variations in the load. The load is obeying the following formula:
It is assumed that any incremental change in the load at any bus is accompanied by a corresponding power drawn from the root bus of the distribution system. At the end of the base case algorithm the solution of the following state vector is obtained:
The continuation process consists of the following two parts:
Prediction a New Solution Vector
The first part is the prediction part by which a new solution point is estimated. The prediction can be recognized by using the tangent vector method. The tangent vector t can be evaluated the first derivative of both sides of equations (8) and (9) with respect to the state variables:
Where the t is the tangent vector of order 4N. Equation (11) cannot be solved since the number of unknown variables is greater than the number of equations by one. Equation (11) can be solved by specifying an additional equation which describes the continuation parameter. The new system of equations is: Once equation 12 is solved for the tangent vector, the next solution point is estimated by the following formula:
Where the left hand side of (13) is the vector of the predicted solution and σ is the step size which is used to refine the prediction near maximum loadability limit.
Correction by Iterative Scheme
The predicted equilibrium point is corrected by solving (8) and (9) iteratively. The correction process is based on a local parameterization. The parameterization can be realized by including one equation into the system of the power flow equations which specify one of the state variables (δ,|V|,λ ).The new system of power flow equation to be solved after augmentation by the new equation is:
Equation (15) is the augmented equation which is specifying nothing but the actual value of one of the state variable. Applying Newton-Raphson iterative technique to the system of equations (14), the linearized equation to be solved :
The starting value of the iterative process of (16) should be the predicted point of the state variables.
Results and Discussion
The derived continuation algorithm is implemented in a code written in MATLAB. The proposed algorithm is applied to following two unbalanced power systems:
Two-Bus Power System
The proposed algorithm is firstly applied to a simple two bus unbalanced three-phase power system whose bus and line data is given in Appendix 1.Two cases are investigated. In case 1, it was assumed that the three phases of the network are symmetrical but the load at the three phases are unbalanced. In case 2, it was assumed the both the three phases of the network and the load at the three-phases are unbalanced. By assuming a load change scenario at bus 2, the produced P-|V| curves for case 1 is shown in Fig As the loading at the bus 2 is increased gradually (simulated by the incremental change of the loading factor λ), the value of high voltage solution is decrease and the value of the low voltage solution increase. The two solution move closed to other and eventually collided at one point referred to as point of collapse (P.o.C.). It is impossible to obtain this point by conventional load flow analysis. The point of collapse corresponds to the maximum loadability point. The determinant value of the Jacobian at the point of collapse approximate to zero. It is clear from the Fig.1 that the bus voltage magnitude at the point of voltage collapse is below the rated voltage ,It's value around 0.72 pu . As shown from the same figure , the lower part of the P-|V| curve for phase c voltage ,which represents the locus of any stable solution is less than 0.72pu .the higher part of the PV curve for phase c voltage ,which represents the locus of any stable solution is greater than 0.72pu. This behavior is in sharp contrast to that of PV curve for the voltage magnitude for phase a .the voltage magnitude of phase (a) at the point of collapse is ( 0.9975pu )which is around the rated voltage .Also the upper part of the PV curve of the phase voltage of phase a is represents the locus of unstable solution. The lower part of the same PV curve represent of the stable solution .
This behavior is in sharp contrast to that of PV curve for the voltage magnitude for phase (a) .the voltage magnitude of phase (a) at the point of collapse is ( 0.9975pu )which is around the rated voltage .Also the upper part of the PV curve of the phase voltage of phase (a) is represents the locus of unstable solution .The lower part of the same PV curve represent of the stable solution .It can be seen from the same figure, the behavior of the neutral voltage for the range of loading conditions.
It can be seen that the neutral voltage is increased with the loading . The maximum loadability limit is found to be 4.1 from the base case (base case of load power in each phase) .The loci of the voltage angle with a wide range of the loading condition is shown in Fig 2. The produced the P-V curves for case 2 shown in Fig 3 .from this figure it is clear that the behavior of the PV curve for the three phases is almost similar to that of case 1 .It can be concluded that the effect of unbalance loading in the three phases is greater than the effect of the asymmetry of the distribution network in the behavior of the P-V curves . Also, the weakest bus can be identified by this method. The weakest bus is the bus whose voltage vary at a high rate of change with respect load parameter ( ) and heavily loaded. Fig.4 shows the locus of the power losses in the neutral wire with a wide range of the loading condition. It can be seen from figure that the losses is relatively low for the stable solutions while it is very high for the upper part of the P-V curve which represent the unstable solutions.
The loci of the phase and neutral currents (P-I curve) for the range of the loading condition is shown in Fig.5 .It can be seen that the for the all phases the lower part of (P-I) curve represent the stable operating points .while the losses in neutral wire is high for the upper part of these curves which represent the unstable operating points.
Nine-Bus Iraqi Radial Distribution System
In the second system, the proposed continuation algorithm is applied on a simple Iraqi three phase radial distribution system in Addujail district, Salahuddin province. The system shown in Figure 6 consists of nine bus bars which is fed from a root bus. The branch sections are assumed of equal length. The self and mutual impedance of each section are given in Appendix 2 and the bus data of three phase loads The base case solution of the load flow for the 9-bus distribution system is given in Table 1 . It can be seen from the Fig.7 that the voltage magnitude declined for the busses far away from the root bus. The occurrence of voltage instability is very dependent on the maximum load at a particular bus. It is essential to know, how much a particular bus can be loaded and remain far away from the voltage collapse point. Figure 8 shows the produced P-|V| curves for the phase voltages at bus 9.It is evident from Fig.8 that the max loadabilty point is 0.42.This is the critical point at which the system may prone to voltage collapse. Fig. 9 shows the family of the P-V curves for bus 4 and bus 7. The similarity of the behavior of the P-V curve for different buses is due to the assumption that the branch the distribution are identical. If the load at bus 9 has been increased by 20%, the maximum loadability point of a system can be obtained by multiplying the value of load factor(λ) at the critical point times the increased load in the system added to the base load.
The initial load at bus 9=6512W. The final maximum loadability point = 6512+0.42*6512=9247.04W
The maximum load at bus 9 can be allowed to pick up an addition load of 42% of the base load.
From the PV curves obtained previously, It can be drawn that the voltage collapse would first occurs at the weakest phase of system. The P-V curve of weak phase have tracing clockwise direction.
The P-V curves of other phases may be the tracing anti-clock direction which indicate that the lower half part is stable and the upper half part is unstable . The weakest phase is the phase which is heavily loaded or the phase whose voltage vary at a high rate of change with respect load parameter (λ). The results for 3-ph 4-wire continuation power flow has been verified by solving the system with the conventional 3-ph power flow with the same loading increase as in continuation power flow. The values of voltages matched in both the cases. The determination of critical point will help the operator to decide the loading of a system without stressing the system to its maximum limit. The value of λ obtained at the critical point times the increased load in a system with the addition of base loading gives the maximum loading point of a system. The curve for a balanced case is similar for all three phases while, it is different in case of unbalanced systems like case A and case B. In order to accelerate the tracing of P-|V| curve an adaptive predicted step size technique is used in the proposed algorithm. Another important note is that the maximum loadability limit is less than the thermal limit in distribution network. The thermal limit for the branches of the 9 bus distribution system in Fig.6 is found to be 52kVA but the maximum loadability point is 44kVA . 
Conclusions
A proposed algorithm to generate the P-|V| curves for an unbalanced three phase four wire distribution system was presented. The loci of the phase voltage and the neutral voltage for a wide range of loading conditions were traced. The important feature of the proposed algorithm was the identification of the maximum loadability point which is difficult to capture by conventional power flow analysis. The proposed continuation technique was applied to a typical Iraqi radial distribution system. The results obtained reveal the importance of the proposed technique in exploring all the possible solutions and obtaining the maximum loadability point. Also, the results reveal that even with distribution voltage level, the voltage stability limit impose an important constraint in the determining the power capability of the distribution feeder. 
